Brown Evening Shuttle
Operates daily from 7:00 PM to 3:00 AM DST and
From 5:00 PM to 3:00 AM EST when Brown is in session.

Shuttle Stops
1 Public Safety/Barbour – 75 Charlesfield Street
   Text ID: Brown 21
Text ID: Brown 2
2 Vartan Gregorian Quad (“New Dorm”) – Main gate of the Quad on Thayer Street
   Text ID: Brown 22
3 Keeney Quad/Wayland Arch
   Text ID: Brown 23
4 Rockefeller Library – 10 Prospect Street
   Text ID: Brown 24
5 J. Walter Wilson
   69 Brown Street
   Text ID: Brown 25
6 Pembroke Campus – corner of Brown and Cushing
   Text ID: Brown 26
7 Machado/Rochambeau – 87 Prospect at Machado’s gates
   Text ID: Brown 27
8 OMAC – corner of Hope and Cushing on Hope
   Text ID: Brown 28
9 Thayer Street – corner of Cushing and Thayer on Cushing
   Text ID: Brown 29
10 SciLi – 201 Thayer Street
   Text ID: Brown 30
11 Thayer/Charlesfield – north-west corner of Thayer and Charlesfield Streets
   Text ID: Brown 31
12 Minden Hall – 121-131 Waterman Street
   Text ID: Brown 32
13 Perkins/Young Orchard – 10 Young Orchard Avenue
   Text ID: Brown 33
14 Steinert Center – NE Corner, Power & Hope
   Text ID: Brown 34

CONTACT INFORMATION
General shuttle information for questions and complaints
tel: 863-2322, e-mail: Transportation@brown.edu, or Website: www.brown.edu/transportation
Transportation Office (401) 863-3157
Brown Emergency 3-4111 (internal phone) or (401) 863-4111

Find out when the shuttle is coming!
Dial: 41411 Message: Text ID (see stop # above) ex. Brown 2
Response within seconds tells you when the next two shuttles will arrive.
Brown/RISD ID required upon boarding. Guests are not permitted on the shuttles.

Live tracking option and app for iOS and Android at www.brownshuttle.com